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Meeting in the Secretary-General's Conference Room -

9 December 1966, l»-.30 p.m. - 5.35 P«ni.

Secretary-General
Abba Eban
Michael Comay
Gideon Rafael
Ralph J. Bunche

Mr. Eban began with an expression of appreciation of U Thant*s

decision to continue in office, following with a long explanation of

Israel* s raid on Jordan at Al Samu. He said that "Israel had overacted

militarily" and to that "the UN had overacted politically". He emphasized

the difficulty in coping with the Al Fatah guerillas - a few dozen men

had been able to close down the railroads to the capital at night,

make the use of some roads "problematical" and cause an exodus from a

part of Jerusalem where bombs had exploded in apartment houses. The

Israelis had been able to intercept only one or two of the terrorists.

The raid at Al Samu, he asserted, "got out of hand" - an example

of the fallacy of "controlled military power". There were three

attacks, he said: the one the Israelis had intended to make which was

small and entirely "local"; the one that was made, which was very much

larger than planned, because their troops had encountered unexpected

resistance and had to enlarge the action; and the one that was reported,

which was much larger than the one actually made.

Because of the unexpected enlargement of the action it had caused

much more damage and had created much greater political repercussions

than planned. He recognized the threat to Hussein but the view in Israel

now was that Hussein would weather the storm because the army was

remaining loyal to him.
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Mr. Eban emphasized that the military action against Jordan in no

sense signified any change in Israel policy. That policy, he said,

continued to "be one* of seeking peace and of coexistence with their Arab

neighbours. That policy also favoured the Hussein regime in Jordan, because

Hussein seeks the unity and "jordanization" of the territory and people on

both East and West banks of the Jordan River and is against the perpetuation

of Palestine and "Palestinianism".

U Thant pointed out that the greatest concern here was that the attack

on Jordan could weaken or even destroy the Hussein regime, with resultant

serious danger in the area.

In response to a question by RJB as to why the attack was directed

against Jordan instead of Syria, since Israel had always alleged that the

Al Fatah were trained and controlled in Syria, Eban gave a weak reply. He

said that the raid was directed against the Hebron area only and not

Jordan or Hussein since people in that area were harbouring terrorists

and were strongly anti-Hussein, in any case. Moreover, because of the

terrain and other factors, an attack against Syria would have had to be

on a much larger, even an "international scale". Further, there had been

no infiltration from Syria for a week or more before the raid.

What is needed in the Hear East now, he said, is an "extended period

of quiet, a long cooling off period", and he seemed to think that U Thant

could achieve this if he could "induce the Russians to help seek peace in

the area. Eban's view was that the Russians do not wish war in the

Middle East but apparently neither do they wish entire quiet. He said

that the Russians in Tel Aviv, Paris and other places had been conveying
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to Israeli officials indirectly, "by inflections, vinks and side remarks,

that they are keeping the Syrians in check and, therefore, there has been

no recent trouble along the Syrian line.

Mr. Eban was decidedly evasive in replying to U Thant's query about

Israel1s reaction to the Secretary-General1s note on suggestions for

strengthening UHTSO. Eban said the note dealt mainly with improving

investigations, whereas the Israelis were trying to think of ways to

increase UNTSO's "preventive" capacity. But he did not say how this could

be done. He indicated, rather vaguely, that the Israelis might offer

some ideas later.

In response to a question from U Thant, Eban dismissed General

Dayanes report on Vietnam as dealing mainly with "military technology"

and not with how to end that war.

Eban said he would be in the country only over the weekend.

U Thant reminded Mr. Eban of the unanswered demarches on the Arab

College and the buzzing of UN planes. Eban promised to have replies sent.


